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Google has introduced a new security
strategy – but is it right for your business?
 
It has put some employees on a cyber diet,
restricting their internet access to limit
potential threats. 

On the surface, it sounds like a smart move.
Google's approach is like building a taller fence
around your house to keep out burglars. 

By reducing internet connectivity, they're
effectively shrinking their digital footprint and
making it harder for cyber criminals to find a
way in. 

But is it foolproof?

Well, not exactly.

While this strategy does limit external threats,
it doesn't entirely eliminate the risk. 

Think of it this way: you've built a towering wall
around your house, but your teenager leaves
the back gate open. Similarly, internal systems
might remain connected to other devices that
can access the internet, providing a potential
entry point for cyber threats.

In other words, you can't just focus on keeping
things out.
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INTRODUCING...
Should your business follow
Google’s security lead? 

MISSION IMPACT
TECHNOLOGIES 
    
A new branch of the Kerkhoff
Technologies family. 

We're on a mission to make
technology work for nonprofits.
We serve nonprofit organizations
in beautiful British Columbia,
Canada.

Whether you're a small local
charity or a larger nonprofit, we're
here to simplify the tech side of
things so you can concentrate on
what matters most—your mission.

Visit our website:
missionimpact.tech
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Yes, there are very real threats from external 
hackers using all sorts of techniques like
phishing, zero-day attacks, and malware. 
But the security industry often overlooks
significant threats from within the perimeter. 

Research shows that insider threats account
for 62% of all security breaches. These
insiders – disgruntled employees, careless
staff, or malicious actors – often have
legitimate access rights, intimate knowledge
of the system, and can bypass traditional
security checks. It's like having a burglar who
knows where you hide your spare key.

So, what's the takeaway?

While Google's strategy has its merits, it's 
not a one-size-fits-all solution. Just as you
wouldn't wear shoes that are too big, your
business needs a cyber security strategy
tailored to fit its unique  requirements. A
robust cyber security strategy should focus
on both external and internal threats and
have measures in place to mitigate risks
from all angles.

Our advice? Instead of simply following
in Google's footsteps, consider your own 
business's needs and vulnerabilities.
And of course, if you need help with
that, get in touch.
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Techn   logy update
It’s now easier to grab video stills from YouTube

If you use Chrome, Edge, or a similar browser called Arc, there’s a new tool that will
help you grab high quality stills from videos. 

Why might you need this? To highlight key points from presentations, training videos,
or even for making note taking simpler. 

Just right click on the paused video, and select “Copy video frame”.
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In 2021, an Apple II 
computer manual signed 
by Steve Jobs sold for 
almost $800,000 at auction 
 

File hosting service Dropbox was
founded by MIT students Drew 
Houston and Arash Ferdowsi in 2007.
It’s now thought to be worth over 
$9 billion  
 



Often pronounced “gooey”, GUI is short for what well-known

three-word tech term?1.

What does CAPTCHA stand for?2.
What popular operating system, launched in 1991, also has its

own mascot, Tux the penguin?3.

Which movie was not just the final Pixar movie to be released

on VHS but also the first to be released on Blu-ray?4.

Which famous tech giant had the company motto “THINK” for

over 40 years?5.

       The answers are below.

 Graphical User Interface
1.

 Completely Automatic Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart.

2.
 Linux 3.
 Cars 4.
 IBM 5.

DECEMBER’S FUN TECH
 QUIZ - LOSER WEARS 

 THE SANTA HAT

“You don’t need to have a 100–person
company to develop that idea.”
 

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE
OF THE MONTH

Larry Page, co-founder of Google
 

3
The name Wi-Fi was coined by brand-consulting
firm Interbrand when asked to come up with 
a name that was “a little catchier than ‘IEEE 
802.11b Direct Sequence’.” The term Wi-Fi was 
ultimately chosen as a pun on hi-fi
 

 What is your role?
AVP Service. My key

responsibilities are the
management of client

agreements, responding to client
questions and concerns, and

oversight of the service team. 

 

DANIEL

 What are your hobbies?
I am a giant Sci-Fi nerd, so not

surprisingly I enjoy playing
video games and tabletop role-

playing games. Currently I am
wasting copious amounts of

time with Bethesda’s Starfield.

I also enjoy archery, fencing
and gardening. I am currently

growing several species of fruit
tree from seed as an

experiment. 
 

 If you could travel anywhere
in the world, where would

you go and why?
The Galapagos Islands. I have

been fascinated with seeing
them since reading “The Origin

of the Species.”
 

TEAM
SPOTLIGHT

 What’s your top tech tip?
First take a deep breath, no

problem can be solved in a panic.  
 

https://www.kerkhofftech.ca/spotlight-on-daniel-hoeving-nurturing-excellence-and-building-teams-at-kerkhoff-technologies/


Phishing attacks have reached 
record highs this year. Worryingly, in
the third quarter of this year alone,
phishing attacks skyrocketed by a
staggering 173%, compared to the
previous three months. 

And malware? It’s not far behind,
with a 110% increase over the
same period.

Let’s put this into perspective. 
Imagine you’re on a quiet beach, 
enjoying the sun and the surf. 
Suddenly, the tide starts to rise 
rapidly. Before you know it, your 
picnic basket is floating away, and
you’re knee-deep in water. That’s
what’s happening in the cyber world
right now.

According to a report, the 
‘phisherfolk’ group were most active
in August, casting out more than
207.3 million phishing emails. That’s
nearly double the amount in July.  
September wasn’t much better, with
172.6 million phishing emails. 

But who are these cyber criminals
targeting? Old favorites Facebook
and Microsoft continue to top the
charts, with Facebook accounting for
more phishing URLs than the next
seven most spoofed brands
combined.

So, what’s the bottom 
line here?

Your business 
could be next.
 

It’s time to turn the tide on phishing attacks

DID YOU KNOW? 

Phishing attacks are like a rising tide,
and if you're not careful, they can
quickly sink your business. They
target everyone - from tech giants to
financial institutions, and even
government agencies. The question is
- are you prepared?

Take a moment to consider the 
authenticity of emails. Are they from
a trusted source? Do they contain 
suspicious links? Are they asking for
sensitive information? 

Make sure your employees are aware
of the risks. Encourage them to think
twice before clicking on a link or 
downloading an attachment. After all,
a moment's hesitation could save
your business from a devastating
cyber attack.

And don't forget about integrated
email security solutions and phishing
awareness training. They could be
the thing that best help you prevent
an attack.

So, as the tide of phishing attacks
continues to rise, remember – it's
better to be safe than sorry. If
you need any further help or
advice, get in touch.
 

Outlook could 
 soon be writing

your emails 
 for you

 
Thanks to Copilot (Microsoft’s
 AI companion), you’ll be able

to draft more concise,
professional emails in

Outlook, with  suggested
edits for clarity and inclusive

language. 

And if there’s a long email
thread you need to respond

to, Copilot can even
summarize it  and draft

suggested replies.
 

NEW TO
MICROSOFT
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This is how you can get in touch with us:
CALL: +1 (604) 824-2770 | EMAIL sales@kerkhofftech.ca
WEBSITE: www.kerkhofftech.ca

not to download third party apps?  
    
New research has found that an Android app is actually a trojan (a type of
malware) that can record your video and audio calls. The SpyNote banking 
trojan is typically delivered by a phishing SMS, and once installed, it’s very hard to
get rid of.

How do you avoid it? 
Simple. Only download apps from official app stores – never via third parties.
 

mailto:sales@kerkhofftech.ca
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